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Efficient representation of image is the basic problem in digital image processing.
Image sparse representation can capture significant information of the original
image with relatively less data. Because sparse representation model can
effectively represent the image, it becomes one of the core technologies which
drive the development of many subjects, such as Compressed Sensing, Signal
Processing, Communication and so on. In recent years, parse representation
theory has already attracted large numbers of international and domestic
scholarsAt present it is a research hotspot and difficult problemThis thesis mainly
revolves around the two aspects of sparse representation theory, which are the
design of overcomplete dictionary, sparse decomposition (approximation)
algorithms. The main contributions and innovation points of the thesis are as
follows:
1) Based on the geometric properties of the image structures and the perception
characters of mammal’s visual system, we choose two dimensional Gabor
function as the generating function of the dictionary. In this way, a multi-
component Gabor perception dictionary matching various image structures is
constructed, which includes smooth, edge and texture sub-dictionariesMeanwhile,
the value of all free parameters in the Gabor function are allocated according to
the geometric characters of the image structuresThus, the number of atoms in the
dictionary is reduced dramaticallyThe experimental results indicate that the Gabor
multi-component perception dictionary can adaptively provide a precise and
complete characterization of local geometry structures, such as plain, edge and
texture structures in imagesIn comparison with the anisotropic refinement-
Gaussian (AR-Gauss) mixed dictionary, our dictionary has a much sparser
representation of images













obtain effective sparse representations of imagesFirstly, images are adaptively
segmented into quad-tree blocks in terms of geometrical structure characterThen
each block is classified as one of smooth, edge or texture structure typesWhen
seeking for sparse decomposition of every quad-tree block, it is only to search in
subspace of single component sub-dictionary with the same structure type as
current blockThe multi-atom matching pursuit method based on incoherent
decomposition of redundant dictionary is proposed. In this method, the image is
decomposed by several the best matching atoms selected at each iteration. The
performances of the proposed method are comparable with the traditional
matching pursuit. Due to the reduction of dimension of image and complexity of
search in the dictionary, our algorithm for sparse decomposition is effective and
fast. It will be help to the research of applications based on overcomplete sparse
representation.
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